For details of the synthesis, see: Siddiqui et al. (2008) . For background to benzothiazine carboxamide derivatives as analgesic and anti-inflammatory agents, see: Myung et al. (2002) ; Shin et al. (2000) ; Banerjee & Sarkar (2002) . For related structures, see: Siddiqui et al. (2006 Siddiqui et al. ( , 2007 Siddiqui et al. ( , 2008 . Allen et al. (1987) . For hydrogen-bond patterns and graph sets, see: Bernstein et al. (1994) .
Experimental
Crystal data Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). et al., 2002) . These compounds belong to the oxicam class of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and are free from steroidal side-effects. However, these are ulcerogenic in behavior to varying degrees (Shin et al., 2000) . Besides great therapeutic potential, these compounds are very motivating polyfunctional heterocycles by virtue of their dynamic structural features (Banerjee & Sarkar, 2002) . The search for more effective anti-inflammatory agents has led us to the synthesis of new agents using readily available starting material following facile routes to yield several products (Siddiqui et al., 2006; Siddiqui et al., 2007) . In continuation of this program, we required the title compound, (I), to act as a nucleus for a variety of biologically active 1,2-benzothiazine-1,1-dioxide derivatives. Herein, we report the crystal structure of the title compound.
There are two molecules and in the asymmetric unit of the title compound (Fig. 1) ; the molecules containing S1 and S2 are referred to as molecules A and B, respectively. The bond lengths and bond angles in both molecules of (I) are within normal ranges (Allen et al., 1987) and agree well with the corresponding bond lengths and bond angles of its N-methyl et al., 2008) .
The heterocyclic thiazine rings in both molecules of (I) adopt half-chair conformations wherein S1 and N1 are displaced (Siddiqui et al., 2008) .
The conformations about the bonds C8-C9 and C9-N2 in molecule A and the bonds C23-C24 and C24-N4 in molecule B are all EZ, as determined by the strong intramolecular hydrogen bonds O3-H3O···O4 and N2-H2N···N1 in molecule A and O7-H7O···O8 and N4-H4N···N3 in molecule B resulting in graph set patterns S(6) and S(5) for the oxo and amino rings, respectively (Bernstein et al., 1994) . The intramolecular hydrogen bonds of the types N-H···Cl and C-H···O are also present in both molecules which represent S(5) and S(6) motifs, respectively. The structure is stabilized by intermolecular hydrogen bonds of the types O-H···O and N-H···O (details of H-bonding geometry have been provided in Table 1 and depicted in Fig. 2 ). The central atoms N2/O4/C8/C9/C10 in molecule A and N4/O8/C23/C24/C25 in molecule B are individually planar with maximum deviations of atoms from the planes being 0.0086 (16) and 0.0127 (14) Å for C9 and N4, respectively.
The method of preparation of the title compound has already been reported (Siddiqui et al., 2006; Siddiqui et al., 2007) .
Crystal of (I) suitable for X-ray crystallographic study were obtained by slow evaporation of its methanol solution at 313 K.
supplementary materials sup-2 Refinement
Though all the H atoms could be distinguished in the difference Fourier map the H-atoms were included at geometrically idealized positions and refined in riding-model approximation with the following constraints: C-H distances were set to 0.95 and 0.99 Å and N-H distance = 0.88 Å with U iso (H) = 1.2U eq (C/N). The final difference map was free of any chemically significant features.
Figures Fig. 1 . ORTEP-3 (Farrugia, 1997) drawing of molecules A and B in the asymmetric unit of (I) with displacement ellipsoids plotted at 50% probability level; intramolecular interactions have been drawn with dashed lines. 0.0247 (7) 0.0279 (7) 0.0320 (7) 0.0065 (6) (7) 0.0035 (7) C6 0.0243 (9) 0.0251 (9) 0.0248 (9) −0.0014 (7) 0.0026 (7) 0.0013 (7) C7 0.0196 (9) 0.0245 (9) 0.0233 (9) 0.0008 (7) 0.0004 (7) 0.0028 (7) C8 0.0190 (9) 0.0257 (9) 0.0249 (9) 0.0006 (7) −0.0008 (7) 0.0014 (7) C9 0.0225 (9) 0.0230 (9) 0.0244 (9) 0.0000 (7) 0.0015 (7) 0.0015 (7 (2) 119 (2) Symmetry codes: (i) −x+2, −y+1, −z+1; (ii) −x+1, −y+1, −z+1.
